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On the Limits of Monetary Policy

I Introduction

In models frequently used for policy evaluation it is not the current interest rate, but antici-

pated movements in future interest rates that are central to aggregate demand management.

Movements in the term structure of interest rates are linked by arbitrage relationships.

Through the appropriate choice of current interest rates, good policy seeks to have expecta-

tions evolve in a way that achieves the most desirable short-run trade-off between inflation

and the output gap. And in rational expectations analyses, the control of expectations is

precise and strikingly effective: in many models it is possible to stabilize the macroeconomy

completely in response to movements in the real natural rate of interest. This Divine Coin-

cidence result appears to be quite general, arising in the canonical New Keynesian model,

medium-scale models for policy evaluation, and heterogeneous agent models.1 Obvious ques-

tions emerge: to what extent does this policy advice depend on rational expectations? Is

monetary policy compromised when current interest-rate movements are not precisely trans-

mitted to various longer-term interest rates relevant to economic decision making?

Loose control of long-term interest rates can arise from two sources: movements in term

premia and movements in long-term interest-rate expectations. This paper studies the lat-

ter, adopting a modeling approach guided by two types of empirical evidence. First, Crump,

Eusepi, and Moench (2015) provide evidence of low-frequency movements in various sur-

vey data on long-term expectations. These patterns are evident in both nominal and real

variables, and display strong correlation with short-term surprise movements of these same

series. Second, Gurkaynak, Sack, and Swanson (2005), Crump, Eusepi, and Moench (2015)

and Steinsson and Nakamura (2017) document evidence that monetary disturbances have

sizable and significant effects on long-term nominal and real rates of interest. Both types of

evidence are difficult to reconcile with standard models used for monetary policy evaluation,

which typically impose strong restrictions on the long-run behavior of dynamics: expecta-

tions of inflation and the real interest rate are constant. And because these models have

limited internal propagation mechanisms, surprise movements in the policy rate tend to have

effects on aggregate dynamics that are resolved over the near to medium-term.

1See, for example, Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999), Justiniano, Primiceri, and Tambalotti (2013) and
Debortoli and Gali (2017).
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Figure 1: Drift in Expectations.

The figure shows long-term expectations data from Blue Chip Economics and Financial. The red circles and

diamonds are the average 1-10 and 5-10 years inflation expectations. The blue diamonds are the difference

between these data and the corresponding expectations for the three-month Treasury Bill rate.

Figure 1 underscores the challenge data pose for modelling, plotting measures of long-

term inflation expectations along with long-term real interest-rate expectations. Long-run

inflation expectations exhibit a pronounced downward trend over the 1980s and 1990s, the

Great Moderation period, with some cyclical variation, before stabilizing around 2000. In

contrast, real rate expectations have no evident trend, though display large cyclical variation,

rising in booms, and falling in recessions. The fact that both nominal and real interest

rates exhibit variation suggests multiple sources of low-frequency movement in these data.

Though not shown, strong correlations with short-run forecast errors also reveal dependence

on macroeconomic conditions.

We build a New Keynesian model that is consistent with these facts. Following Kozicki

and Tinsley (2001) and Eusepi and Preston (2018a) agents have imperfect knowledge about

the long run. This reflects fundamental uncertainty about the inflation target and future

production possibilities. They forecast long-run outcomes using a model with ‘shifting end-
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points’. Econometric filtering attributes part of observed forecast errors to low-frequency

developments in the macroeconomy. Long-run beliefs respond to short-run forecast errors

as documented in the data. Because agents base decisions on subjective beliefs which differ

from objective beliefs, the model has self-referential dynamics — see Marcet and Sargent

(1989). For this reason, despite the expectations hypothesis of the term structure being a

core building block of the model, with distorted beliefs long-run bond prices are excessively

sensitive to surprise movements in short rates. Consistent with Sinha (2016), the model

can account for the rejections of the expectations hypothesis documented in Campbell and

Shiller (1991).

In a special case of our empirical model, we solve for optimal Bayesian decisions. We

then characterize optimal monetary policy assuming the central bank minimizes the welfare-

theoretic loss function knowing the true dynamics implied by firm and household behavior. In

general the Divine Coincidence does not emerge under optimal policy, even though an other-

wise equivalent model with rational expectations would predict joint stabilization of inflation

and the output gap in response to demand shocks. The result arises because distorted be-

liefs about long-run interest rates represent a fundamental constraint on stabilization policy.

Optimal policy is less aggressive than under rational expectations, because large movements

in short-term interest rates induce low-frequency movements in interest-rate beliefs. Be-

cause long-term bond prices display excess sensitivity, such movements translate into large

movements in long-term real rates and instability in aggregate demand.

Formally, we show that the aggregate demand equation is a binding constraint on the

central bank’s optimal policy problem. For beliefs which are sufficiently sensitive to short-

run forecast errors, the Lagrange multiplier on this constraint is strictly positive. Under

rational expectations, it would be zero. It is because aggregate demand is a constraint that

policy has diminished capacity to respond. This model property distinguishes our analysis

from other contributions on optimal policy design, and specifically those finding the Divine

Coincidence holds even in very general settings — see Justiniano, Primiceri, and Tambalotti

(2013) and Debortoli and Gali (2017). That optimal policy is less aggressive in response

to aggregate disturbances under imperfect knowledge relative to rational expectations also

contrasts with Orphanides and Williams (2005a), Ferrero (2007) and Molnar and Santoro
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(2013). The different conclusions arise from assumptions about the transmission mechanism

of monetary policy. These earlier papers assume that only current interest rates matter for

aggregate demand, rather than the entire path of future expected one-period rates, as in the

New Keynesian model. We show that the results are not because optimal control theory

exploits the true structure of the economy, or because the central bank is assumed to have

rational expectations: the insight holds for simple rules — it is the transmission mechanism

of interest-rate policy that is pivotal. Indeed, if the central bank could control aggregate

demand directly, of if interest-rate beliefs were not distorted (households had rational interest

rate beliefs), then Divine Coincidence would be restored.

The final part of the paper establishes that these effects are quantitatively relevant in US

data. An advantage of our modeling assumptions is the model has a state-space represen-

tation that is linear. This permits use of Bayesian likelihood-based methods for statistical

inference using standard time series, as well data on survey expectations to discipline beliefs.

The sample spans the Great Inflation and the Great Moderation periods, periods during

which data exhibit substantial low-frequency movement. The model fits the data well and

provides a plausible historical narrative. Monetary policy errors in the late 1960s and early

1970s have a substantial and significant effect on macroeconomic outcomes, despite being in-

dependent and identically distributed over time. Excessively loose monetary policy generates

higher inflation which gets entrenched in inflation and nominal interest-rate expectations.

These effects, which cause further increases in inflation, are highly persistent. Importantly,

the model-theoretic output gap provides an account of real activity that accords with con-

ventional thinking, clearly identifying recessionary periods, and exhibiting high correlation

with other independent measures, such as the CBO’s output gap measure.

Counterfactual experiments demonstrate that while there is evidence monetary policy

mistakes contribute to the Great Inflation, complete stabilization of aggregate demand is

infeasible. Indeed, the optimal policy under imperfect knowledge still permits substantial

fluctuations in real activity, moderating the size of recessions to only a small degree relative

to the benchmark policy. In contrast, reflecting the relative importance nominal and real

rigidities in goods and labor markets, the optimal policy stabilizes wage inflation to a larger

degree than goods price inflation. A rational expectations analysis of the model corrobo-
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rates the findings of Justiniano, Primiceri, and Tambalotti (2013) — the Divine Coincidence

approximately holds. Imperfect knowledge represents a fundamental constraint on policy.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 lays out a medium-scale New Keynesian model

with features required for a plausible account of aggregate data. Section 3 develops the

theory of beliefs. Section 4 provides theory of optimal policy in a special case of the model.

The results and a simple example build intuition for the analysis of optimal policy in the

empirical model. Section 5 estimates the model and discusses basic properties. Finally,

section 6 performs a number of counterfactual experiments to isolate core mechanisms and

the central result on optimal policy.

II A Medium-Scale New Keynesian Model

This section develops a version of the New Keynesian model widely used for monetary

policy analysis. The principle modeling innovation concerns the treatment of expectations

formation. This feature, and wanting a tightly-specified empirically plausible model, dictated

assumptions on scale. Further details on the microfoundations can be found in Woodford

(2003) and Giannoni and Woodford (2004).

Firms. A continuum of monopolistically competitive firms f ∈ [0, 1] each produce dif-

ferentiated goods, Yt (f), using the linear production technology in composite labor services,

N (f),

Yt (f) = At [ZtNt (f)]

where Zt, labor-augmenting technological progress, evolves deterministically as Zt = γZt−1,

with γ > 1, and At denotes a stationary technology shock

logAt = ρa logAt−1 + σaε
a
t

where εat is IID N (0, 1), σa > 0, and 0 < ρa < 1. Each firm faces a demand curve

Yt (f) =

(
Pt (f)

Pt

)−θp,t
Yt

where θp,t > 1, the elasticity of substitution across differentiated goods, follows an exogenous
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process

log

(
θp,t
θp

)
= ρθp log

(
θp,t−1
θp

)
+ σθpε

θp
t

where ε
θp
t is IID N(0, 1) , σθp > 0, 0 < ρθp < 1 and E [θp,t] = θp.

Following Calvo (1983) and Yun (1996) a fraction of firms 0 < ξp < 1 cannot optimally

choose their price, but reset it according to the indexation rule

Pt (f) = Pt−1 (f) π
ιp
t−1

where πt = Pt/Pt−1 is the inflation rate, and 0 < ιp < 1. The remaining fraction of firms

choose a price Pt (f) to maximize the expected discounted value of profits

Êf
t

∞∑
T=t

ξT−tp Qt,TΓfT (f)

where the stochastic discount factor, Qt,T = βT−tλT/λt , values future profits

ΓfT (f) = YT (f)

(
(1− τf )

Pt (f)

PT

(
PT−1
Pt−1

)ιp
− WT

ATPTZT

)
for constant sales revenue tax τf , and λt the marginal value of household wealth. The

conditional expectations of firms, Êf
t , is discussed below.

Households. A continuum of households i ∈ [0, 1] maximize intertemporal utility

Êi
t

∞∑
T=t

βT−t

[
CH,T (i)1−σ

1− σ
− ϕT

∫
NT (i, j)1+φ

−1

1 + φ−1
dj

]

where

CH,t (i) =
Ct (i)

At
− bCt−1 (i)

At−1

with σ, φ > 0, 0 < b < 1. Each household comprises a large family, whose members j ∈ [0, 1]

supply specialized labor, N(i, j), to the production of each differentiated good j. The large

family assumption insures each household member against labor market risk from nominal

wage contracting. The dis-utility of labor supply shock is a stationary exogenous process

log

(
ϕt
ϕ

)
= ρϕ log

(
ϕt−1
ϕ

)
+ σϕε

ϕ
t

εϕt is IID N(0, 1) , σϕ > 0, 0 < ρϕ < 1 and E [ϕt] = ϕ. The conditional expectations of
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households, Êi
t , is discussed below.

The household’s flow budget constraint is

Ct (i) +
Bt (i)

Pt
≤ Rt−1π

−1
t

Bt−1 (i)

Pt−1
+ (1− τw)

∫
Wt (j)

Pt
Nt (i, j) dj + Γft − Tt + Twt + T ft

where: Rt is the gross one-period nominal interest rate; Bt (i) holdings of one-period nominal

government debt; Γft dividend payments net of sales taxes; τw the labor income tax rate whose

proceeds are rebated lump-sum to households as Twt ; T f the lump-sum rebate of sales revenue

taxes; and Tt lump-sum taxes.2 Household’s optimal consumption and portfolio choice must

also satisfy the No-Ponzi condition

lim
T→∞

Êi
t

(
T−t∏
s=0

Rt+sπ
−1
t+s

)−1
BT (i)

PT
≥ 0.

Households have market power in the supply of differentiated labor inputs.3 The demand

for labor type j by firm f is

Nt (j, f) =

(
Wt (j)

Wt

)−θw,t
Nt(f) (1)

where

Nt(f) =

 1∫
0

Nt (j, f)
θw,t−1

θw,t dj


θw,t
θw,t−1

and Wt =

 1∫
0

Wt (j)1−θw,t dj


1

1−θw,t

define the composite labor input used in production and the associated wage rate. The

elasticity of demand across differentiated labor inputs satisfies the exogenous process

log

(
θw,t
θw

)
= ρθw log

(
θw,t−1
θw

)
+ σθwε

θw
t

and θw,t > 1 and εθwt is IID N(0, 1) , σθw > 0, 0 < ρθw < 1 and E [θw,t] = θw. This shock is set

to zero in the current version of the paper. Following Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000) a

fraction of household members 0 < ξw < 1 cannot optimally reset their wage, but follow the

2The assumptions on tax policy ensure an efficient steady state level of output.
3The assumption is interpreted as follows. For each type of labor, which is sourced from all households,

there is an employment agency that has market power. See Giannoni and Woodford (2004) and Justiniano,
Primiceri, and Tambalotti (2013).
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indexation rule

Wt (j) = Wt−1 (j)πιwt−1γ (2)

for 0 < ιw < 1. For the remaining fraction, ξw, each member j of household i, choose

optimally their nominal wage, Wt (j) , to maximize

Êi
t

∞∑
T=t

(ξwβ)T−t
[
Qt,T (i)

Wt (j)

PT

(
PT−1
Pt − 1

)ιw ZT−1
Zt−1

NT (i)− ϕT
NT (j)1+φ

−1

1 + φ−1

]

subject to (1).4

Government Policy. The central bank implements monetary policy using the interest

rate rule

Rt = (Rt−1)
ρR
[
R (Pt/Pt−1)

φπ Xφx
t

]1−ρR
mt

where φπ, φx ≥ 0, R the steady-state gross interest rate, and Xt = Yt/Y
n
t denotes the model-

theoretic output gap, where Yt is the level of output and Y n
t the natural rate of output in a

flexible-price equilibrium of the model. Interest-rate policy exhibits inertia and responds to

deviations of inflation and output gap from steady-state levels. The steady-state inflation

rate is zero; logmt = σmε
m
t denotes a mean-zero IID monetary shock.

To give focus to how learning dynamics constrain monetary policy, we assume fiscal policy

is Ricardian, and that this is understood by agents. Eusepi and Preston (2018) show that

in general learning will imply departures from Ricardian equivalence, with holdings of the

public debt perceived as net wealth. The associated wealth effects on aggregate demand

can be sizable, which impairs the standard intertemporal substitution channel of monetary

policy. We also assume that agents know the tax rules in place, including the rebate of sales

and income taxes. Together these assumptions imply agents do not need to forecast various

taxes and that debt will not have monetary consequences. This permits focus on how belief

distortions affect long-term interest rates and monetary policy design, understanding that

imperfect knowledge about fiscal and monetary policy both serve to complicate inflation

policy. With this in mind, we consider an economy with zero government debt and balanced

4Members supplying labor of type j, being represented by an employment agency, re-optimize at the same
time in all households i.
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budget policy

Tt = Gt

where exogenous government purchases satisfy

log

(
Gt

G

)
= ρG log

(
Gt−1

G

)
+ σGε

G
t

where εGt is IID N(0, 1) , σG > 0, 0 < ρG < 1 and E [Gt] = G. Motivated by empirical fit

we follow Smets and Wouters (2007) and permit correlation between government purchases

and technology shocks.

Market Clearing and Equilibrium. We consider a symmetric equilibrium in which

all households are identical, even though they do not know this to be true. Given that

households have the same initial asset holdings, preferences, and beliefs, and face common

constraints, they make identical state-contingent decisions. Similarly, all firms having the

opportunity to re-optimize choose an identical re-set price. Equilibrium requires all goods,

labor and asset markets to clear providing the restrictions

1∫
0

Ct (i) di+Gt =

1∫
0

Yt (f) df

1∫
0

1∫
0

Nt (i, j) didj =

1∫
0

Nt (f) df

and
1∫

0

Bt (i) di = 0

with initial condition B−1 (i) = 0. Given exogenous processes {Gt, θp,t, θw,t,mt, Zt, At, ϕt},

equilibrium then is a sequence of prices {Pt,Wt, Rt} and allocations
{
Ct, Nt, Yt, Tt, T

w
t , T

f
t ,Γ

f
t

}
satisfying individual optimality — detailed in the appendix — and market clearing condi-

tions.
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III Beliefs

The appendix shows a first-order approximation to optimal decisions and market clearing

conditions give aggregate dynamics

A0zt =
3∑
s=1

AsÊt

∞∑
T=t

λ−(T−t)s zT+1 + A4zt−1 + A5εt (3)

where the vector zt collects all model variables, the vector εt collects exogenous innovations

and the matrices Ai, for i ∈ 1, ..., 5, collect relevant model coefficients. This representation

holds for arbitrary beliefs, including rational expectations. Dynamics depend on a set of

projections into the indefinite future, reflecting the intertemporal decision problems solved

by households and firms. The projected variables are those macroeconomic objects taken

as given and beyond the control of each decision maker. Firms must forecast real wages

and goods price inflation; households must forecast goods price inflation, wage inflation, the

real wage, nominal interest rates, and aggregate demand. The discount factors λs are the

model’s unstable eigenvalues, so that the infinite sums encode the usual forward recursion

to suppress the effects of explosive roots.

An assumption on belief formation closes the model. We make a number of choices to

ensure tractability in estimation and optimal policy exercises. Specifically, we analyze a belief

structure that delivers a linear state-space representation of the model so standard likelihood

methods can be employed. At the same time, these choices ensure a linear-quadratic optimal

policy problem.

Subjective beliefs. Consistent with the assumption of a symmetric equilibrium, each

agent has a common forecasting model

zt = Sω̄t + Φzt−1 + et (4)

ω̄t = ρω̄t−1 + ut (5)

where Φ is a matrix to be discussed; 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 a parameter; et and ut IID with R = E [ete
′
t]

and Q = E [utu
′
t]. The vector ω̄t is an unobserved state, capturing imperfect knowledge

about the conditional mean of the process zt. For example, when forecasting inflation, the

unobserved state represents an estimate of the inflation target; when forecasting real vari-
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ables it reflects fundamental uncertainty about long-term production possibilities. We refer

to these terms as low-frequency drift, drift in beliefs, or distorted beliefs. The matrix S is

a selection matrix which determines which low-frequency drift is relevant for each macroe-

conomic variable zt. The beliefs nest rational expectations as a special case: ω̄t = ω̄t−1 = 0

when Q = 0 — that is the prior belief about the variance-covariance matrix of the drift

terms is zero.

The forecasting model implies conditional expectations satisfy

Etzt+n = Φnzt +
n∑
j=0

ΦjSρn−jω̄t.

Medium to long-term forecasts are determined by two components: the first term is the

conventional auto-regressive impact of the current state. The second term captures the effects

of drifting beliefs on conditional expectations. The empirical work resolves an identification

question: which component is more important for projections? For the model to explain

the properties of survey data requires either highly persistent exogenous shocks, or highly

persistent low-frequency movements in beliefs. We present evidence in support of the latter.

In the special case ρ = 1 we have an example of a shifting end-point model in the language

of Kozicki and Tinsley (2001). Beliefs then satisfy

lim
n→∞

Etzt+n = (I − Φ)−1 Sω̄t. (6)

Objective Beliefs. Given an estimate of the unobserved state, ω, we can evaluate

expectations required for optimal decisions as

Et

∞∑
T=t

λ−(T−t)s zT+1 = F0 (λs)Sωt + F1 (λs) zt

where F0 (λs) and F1 (λs) are composites of structural parameters and eigenvalues λs. The

structural equations (3) then provide

Zt =

(
A0 −

3∑
j=1

AsF1 (λs)

)−1 [ 3∑
j=1

AsF0 (λs)Sωt + A4zt−1 + A5εt

]

= T (Φ∗)Sωt + Φ∗zt−1 + Φ∗εεt
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where

Φ∗ ≡

(
A0 −

3∑
j=1

AsF1 (λs)

)−1
A4

Φ∗ε ≡

(
A0 −

3∑
j=1

AsF1 (λs)

)−1
A5

represent a fixed point of the beliefs (4).5 We therefore assume that agents understand the

true dynamics of aggregate variables up to the unobserved mean. This preserves linearity of

aggregate belief dynamics and gives focus to imperfect knowledge of conditional means.6

Drifts in beliefs are encoded into the intercept of the true data-generating process, and

represent the only difference between subjective and objective beliefs in the model. That

beliefs affect the true data-generating process, which in turn affects beliefs, is an example of

what Marcet and Sargent (1989) call self-referentiality. When T (Φ∗) = I beliefs are perfectly

validated by the data, generating a self-confirming equilibrium — see Sargent (1999). If

T (Φ∗) = 0 we have rational expectations. For intermediate cases, beliefs are partially self-

confirming. Such beliefs present a challenge for stabilization policy. Eusepi and Preston

(2018b) reviews relevant theory, showing good policy limits self-referential dynamics.

Subjective belief updating. Beliefs are updated using the recursion

ωt+1 = ρωt + ρPt (Pt +R)−1 S ′Ft

Pt+1 = ρ2Pt − ρ2Pt (Pt +R)−1 Pt +Q

where the matrix Pt is the mean square error associated with the estimate ωt+1. The vector

Ft denotes the current prediction error

Ft = (zt − Sωt−1 − Φ∗zt−1) .

Following Sargent and Williams (2005), we make the following simplifying assumptions. Re-

scale the posterior estimate using Pt = ΞtR and use the approximation (I + Ξt)
−1 ' I for

5Formally an example of the method of undetermined coefficients.
6Eusepi and Preston (2011, 2018a, 2018b) adduce theoretical and empirical evidence that together demon-

strate learning about intercepts generates empirically relevant variation and creates policy challenges. Learn-
ing about the coefficients Φ would make the filtering problem and the state-space representation of the model
non-linear.
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small Ξt to give

ωt+1 = ρωt + ρΞtS
′Ft

Ξt+1 = ρ2tΞ− ρ2tΞtΞt +QR−1

Study the steady state of this filter assuming prior beliefs satisfy the restriction Q = g2R

for scalar g. Under these assumptions the belief updating equation becomes

ωt+1 = ρωt + ραS ′Ft

where Ξ = αI and 0 < α < 1 is a function of the parameters ρ and g. In the special case

ρ = 1, α = g.

The restriction on prior beliefs about low and high-frequency components of data is

important to policy exercises in the sequel. Because we study counterfactuals in which the

central bank implements optimal policy conditional on knowing beliefs, we want beliefs to be

endogenous to the policy framework (at least to some extent). As the policy regime changes

the transmission of exogenous disturbances and therefore R, scaling the prior variance Q in

proportion ensures low-frequency effects of prior beliefs don’t change in relative importance.

The signal-to-noise ratio is policy invariant.

Evaluating the forecast error implies beliefs are updated as

ωt+1 = ρωt + ραS ′ (zt − Sωt−1 − Φ∗zt−1)

= [ρ+ αS ′ (T (Φ∗)− I)S]ωt + αS ′Φ∗εεt. (7)

Subsequent estimation and policy evaluation exercises require beliefs to be stationary. This

implies a restriction on the matrix

ρ+ αS ′ (T (Φ∗)− I)S

whose eigenvalues determine the evolution of the first-order difference equation in beliefs.

State-space representation. Finally, combining aggregate dynamics with beliefs, pro-

vides the linear state-space representation of the model

Zt = F (Θ)Zt−1 +Q (Θ) εt
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where Θ defines the set of model parameters with

F (Θ) =


Φ∗ T (Φ∗)Sρ T (Φ∗)Sα

0 ρI αI

0 S ′ [T (Φ∗)− I]Sρ S ′ [T (Φ∗)− I]Sα


and

Zt =


zt

ωt

S ′Ft

 and Q (Θ) =


Φ∗ε

0

S ′Φ∗ε

 .
This permits standard likelihood-based estimation.

IV Intertemporal Trade-offs under Optimal Policy

This section frames basic conceptual issues, theory and intuition that is relevant to under-

stand the empirical results. We do this in a special case of our empirical model, in which

there is a frictionless labor market, and purely forward-looking optimal pricing and consump-

tion decisions. The analysis of optimal monetary policy shows that in general the aggregate

demand curve is a binding constraint on feasible choices of interest-rate paths, even though

this is never true of an equivalent model with rational expectations. Drifting interest-rate

beliefs confront policy with an intertemporal trade-off that limits what monetary policy can

and cannot achieve when responding to any aggregate disturbance.

A The Policy Problem

The policymaker minimizes the period loss function

Lt = π2
t + λxx

2
t

where λx > 0 determines the relative weight given to output gap versus inflation stabilization.

This welfare-theoretic loss function represents a second-order approximation to household

utility under maintained beliefs.7 Feasible sequences of inflation and the output gap must

7The absence of an output gap target x∗ reflects the assumptions on tax policy which deliver an efficient
steady-state level of output.
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satisfy the aggregate demand and supply equations

xt = Êt

∞∑
T=t

βT−t [(1− β)xT+1 − (RT − πT+1 − rnT )] (8)

πt = Êt

∞∑
T=t

(ξpβ)T−t [κxT + (1− α) βπT+1] (9)

where all variables are interpreted as log-deviations from steady state; xt is the output gap;

rnt the natural rate of interest an exogenous process; and κ = (1− ξpβ)(1− ξp)/ξp the slope

of the short-run trade-off between inflation and the output gap.8 Optimal consumption

and price-setting requires households and firms to forecast future output, interest rates and

inflation. Assume agents have a forecasting model of the form (4) and (5), with

zt =


πt

xt

Rt

 and ωt =


ωπt

ωxt

ωRt


and where Φ = 0 and ρ = 1 to give a shifting end-point model.9 This belief assumption with

decisions (8) and (9) gives the optimal Bayesian solution to the model, and is an example of

what Adam and Marcet (2011) call internal rationality.

Subject to aggregate demand and supply, and the evolution of beliefs, the central bank

solves the problem

min
{xt,πt,Rt, ωt}

ERE
t

∞∑
T=t

βT−tLT (10)

taking as given initial beliefs, ω−1. Assume that the central bank has rational expectations

and has complete information about the true structural relations describing household and

firm behavior. Interpret this as a best-case scenario. To the extent that learning dynamics

impose constraints on what the central bank can achieve, these difficulties will only be more

acute with limited information. Moreover, the nature of these constraints might also inform

the choice of less sophisticated approaches to monetary policy.

8Derivation of these expressions assume a unity elasticity of intertemporal substitution, and infinite Frisch
elasticity of labor supply.

9Under rational expectations, because the model is purely forward looking, the minimum state variables
solution is a linear function of aggregate disturbances. We therefore assuming a belief structure consistent
with this solution.
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The first-order conditions are described in the appendix. Because beliefs are state vari-

ables there is no distinction between optimal commitment and discretion. The policy maker

can only influence expectations through current and past actions — not through announced

commitments to some future course of action. There is a further important difference to

a rational expectations analysis of this model: the aggregate demand schedule is generally

a binding constraint on feasible state-contingent choices over inflation and the output gap

under learning. That is the Lagrange multiplier attached to (8) is positive for beliefs that

are sufficiently sensitive to current forecast errors.

This property of optimal control under arbitrary beliefs arises from the structure of

aggregate demand. Even if the optimal policy problem determines unique paths for inflation

and the output gap, and, therefore, expectations about future values of these variables,

current interest-rate policy still depends on beliefs about future interest-rate policy. And for

arbitrary beliefs it need not be feasible to choose a bounded interest-rate sequence. Beliefs

are a state variable so that subjective beliefs do not in general coincide with the objective

probabilities implied by the economic model, in contrast to a rational expectations analysis.

This means the aggregate demand equation is necessarily a constraint on what a central

bank can achieve, because it takes appropriate account of the effects of interest-rate choices

on interest-rate beliefs. A concrete example will be given later in this section.

The first-order conditions constitute a linear rational expectations model.10 The system

can be solved using standard methods. Using results from Giannoni and Woodford (2017),

Eusepi, Giannoni, and Preston (2018) establish conditions on beliefs for a unique bounded

rational expectations equilibrium. We develop that analysis further here, to provide the

following result.

Proposition 1. Let ḡ =
(1−αβ)(λx+κ2)
λx(1−β)+κ2 . For beliefs g ∈ (0, ḡ) that satisfy either g < 2 (1− β)

or g > β−1−β the optimal policy problem has a unique bounded solution. When g < 2 (1− β)
the aggregate demand constraint is not binding, and the associated Lagrange multiplier is
equal to zero. When g > β−1 − β the aggregate demand constraint is binding, and the
associated Lagrange multiplier is strictly positive.

Proof. See the appendix.

10In an innovative study, Molnar and Santoro (2013) explore optimal policy under learning in a model
where only one-period-ahead expectations matter to the pricing decisions of firms. Gaspar, Smets, and
Vestin (2006) provide a global solution to the same optimal policy problem but under a more general class
of beliefs.
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This result formalizes the central insight of the paper. When long-term interest rate

beliefs are sufficiently sensitive to short-run forecast errors, aggregate demand limits the

movements in interest rates. The central bank has imprecise control of long-term interest

rates, even though the model satisfies the expectations hypothesis of the term structure.

Belief distortions prevent changes in short-term rates being efficiently transmitted to long-

term rates relevant for aggregate demand. These effects are shown to be quantitatively

relevant in the sequel.

A further implication concerns a special case of beliefs. When the gain coefficient con-

verges to zero the optimal policy coincides with optimal discretion under rational expecta-

tions. This result is intuitive: for small gains beliefs are almost never revised. Because policy

cannot influence beliefs, which is precisely the assumption of optimal discretion, dynamics

will correspond to those predicted by optimal discretion. For sufficiently small gains, policy

is well approximated by rational expectations equilibrium analysis, and the central bank will

have precise control of long-term inflation expectations.

Corollary 1. In the special case g → 0 optimal policy will give the same dynamic responses
to disturbances as optimal discretion under rational expectations.

This type of result has been discussed by Sargent (1999), Molnar and Santoro (2013) and

Eusepi, Giannoni, and Preston (2018).

B A Simple Example

To appreciate the implications of aggregate demand as a constraint confronting policy, con-

sider a central bank faced only with IID shocks to the natural rate rnt , and private agent

beliefs initially consistent with rational expectations equilibrium so that ωt−1 = 0. Because

initial forecasts satisfy EtzT = 0 for all T > t, period t equilibrium is determined by the

aggregate demand and supply curves (8) and (9) which simplify to

πt = κxt and xt = − (Rt − rnt ) .

Given a disturbance to the natural rate of interest, complete stabilization is possible in period

t. Nominal interest-rate policy must track the natural rate, Rt = rnt , giving πt = xt = 0. But
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this implies subsequent movements in long-run interest-rate beliefs according to

ωRt = ωRt−1 + g
(
rnt − ωRt−1

)
.

The next-period’s stabilization problem — and every subsequent period — is given by the

pair of equations

πt+1 = κxt+1

xt+1 = −
(
Rt+1 − rnt+1

)
− 1

1− β
βωRt

where the final term in the demand equation reflects the restraining effects of long-term in-

terest rates on aggregate demand. These effects operate through the expectations hypothesis

of the term structure of interest rates. Because short-term forecast errors are in part per-

ceived to signal a permanent change in interest rates, the model predicts excess sensitivity

of bond prices. Low-frequency drift in beliefs therefore shift the entire yield curve which has

implications for current monetary policy. Complete stabilization of inflation and the output

gap is again possible by having nominal interest rates track long-run expectations and the

natural rate of interest.

But is this interplay sustainable? Imposing full stabilization, xt+1 = πt+1 = 0, the

aggregate demand constraint defines the implicit policy rule

Rt+1 = rnt+1 −
β

1− β
ωRt (11)

in every period t. Optimal policy not only responds to natural-rate disturbances, but also

movements in long-term interest rates, driven by expectations.11 Substituting into the up-

dating rule for beliefs, ωRt , gives

ωRt+1 =

(
1− ḡ

1− β

)
ωRt + ḡrnt+1

which is a first-order difference equation. Sustainable policy requires the dynamics of beliefs

11The implied interest rates of a bond of any maturity can be shown to be a function of the long-term
interest rate belief. This is an example of the expectations hypothesis of the term structure of interest rates.
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to be stationary. The following restriction must hold

g < 2 (1− β) .

For larger gains, stability is not feasible, implying beliefs and interest rates are explosive.

This is not a permissible, or at least desirable, feature of optimal policy if only because the

zero lower bound on interest rates obviates such solutions.12
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Figure 2: Volatility as a function of the constant gain.

This figure show the volatility of output and interest rates as a function of the constant gan ḡ. The welfare

theoretic loss gives the volatility of the interest rate (red circles) and the output gap (blue triangles); while

a policy maker with a concern of interest rate volatility delivers the interest rate shown by the black line,

and the output gap given by the grey dashed line.

Figure 2 gives further insight, plotting the standard deviation of the output gap and

interest rate as a function of the constant gain g under optimal policy. Assume the discount

factor is β = 0.995; the frequency of price changes determined by ξp = 0.8; and the weight

on output gap stabilization λx = 0.05. Under these assumptions there is relatively small

12While some might not object to nominal explosions, if beliefs about real activity depend on nominal
interest-rate forecast errors, there would also be unbounded paths for real variables.
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variation in inflation, so it matters little whether we plot the sum of the output gap and

inflation variation or the output gap alone. Only variations in the natural rate, rnt , drive

economic fluctuations. The figure describes outcomes under the welfare-theoretic loss (10),

and under a loss function

Lt = π2
t + λxx

2
t + λRR

2
t

that also penalizes volatility in the interest rate. Recall optimal discretion corresponds to

the case g = 0. Under the standard loss function a knife-edge result obtains: for g < 0.01

the output gap is fully stabilized even if this induces substantial volatility in the interest

rate. For large values of g, the policy maker loses the ability to stabilize the output gap.

Feasible policy restricts variation in the policy rate, translating into increasing volatility

in the output gap. If the policy maker has some preference for interest-rate stabilization,

perhaps reflecting zero-lower bound considerations, then the increase in output volatility

occurs continuously with the size of the gain. Even relatively small values of the gain lead

to output gap volatility.

These exercises point to a fundamental property of optimal policy under long-term drift

in expectations: current interest rates move less in response to disturbances when compared

to a rational expectations analysis, including movements in the natural rate of interest.

Proposition 2. In the model given by (8) and (9), Divine Coincidence will in general not
hold even in a model with only disturbances to the natural real rate of interest.

Aggressive changes in the stance of policy engender low-frequency movements in interest-

rate beliefs, which can move long rates move too much, creating instability in demand.

This constrains aggregate demand management policy. The inability of the central bank to

stabilize both output gap and inflation in the face of aggregate demand shocks stems from

agents’ expectations about the policy rate. For example, suppose as in Molnar and Santoro

(2013) the policymaker can directly control the output gap as the instrument of policy, and

solves the problem

min
{xt,πt,ωxt ,ωπt }

ERE
t

∞∑
T=t

βT−tLT

subject only to the Phillips curve (9), taking as given initial beliefs ωx−1 and ωπ−1. Equivalently,

suppose interest-rate beliefs are anchored so that ωit = 0 for all t, giving households rational
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expectation forecasts of interest rates. Then the Divine Coincidence holds, despite long-term

drift in expectations about inflation and real activity.

Corollary 2. Absent low-frequency drift in interest-rate beliefs, the central bank can directly
control aggregate demand, and the Divine Coincidence holds.

Proof. See the appendix.

The result underscores the importance of central bank communications policy. Because

agents face complex forecasting problems, resolving uncertainty about future interest-rate

policy can promote stability. Eusepi and Preston (2010) provide a theoretical treatment of

central bank communication in a closely related model, when monetary policy is implemented

using simple rules.

C Further Implications and Discussion

These findings contrast to earlier results on optimal monetary policy with non-rational ex-

pectations. Molnar and Santoro (2013) analyze optimal monetary in a model with learning

in which

xt = Êtxt+1 − σ−1 (Rt − Etπt+1 − rnt )

πt = κxt + βÊtπt+1 + ut

are taken as the decision rules describing aggregate demand and supply, and beliefs described

in section 4.1. They conclude that the Divine Coincidence holds in response to a disturbance

in the natural rate, and that optimal policy should be more aggressive relative to rational

expectations. Similar conclusions on the aggressive stance of policy have been documented

by Bomfim, Tetlow, von zur Muehlen, and Williams (1997), Orphanides and Williams (2005)

and Ferrero (2007).

What is the source of these distinct conclusions? The substantive difference concerns

the transmission of monetary policy: aggregate demand in these models does not depend

on interest-rate expectations, only the contemporaneous policy rate. The feed back effects

of short-run forecast errors on long-term beliefs, and therefore policy choice, does not arise.

The aggregate demand equation is not a constraint. This leads to a simpler policy design

problem.
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One might argue the result arises because the central bank is assumed to exploit knowl-

edge of the true structure of the economy when determining interest rates — a quirk of

optimal control theory. However, the consequences of the aggregate demand constraint are

not specific to fully optimal policy. Figure 3 describes stability properties under constant-

gain learning when monetary policy is implemented according to the Taylor rule

it = φπ

(
πt + φ̃xxt

)
where φx ≡ φπφ̃x.

13 Each of the three contours describe the stability frontier in the constant-

gain and inflation response coefficient space. Parameter regions above a plotted contour

indicate local instability of the equilibrium. Higher contours correspond to progressively

weaker responses to the output gap. For many gain coefficients aggressive monetary policy

is not desirable.

Indeed, even an arbitrarily large inflation response for some gain coefficients would not

deliver stability. Rewriting the above Taylor rule as

φ−1π it = πt + φ̃xxt

and taking the limit φπ →∞ gives the target criterion

πt + φ̃xxt = 0.

Evans and Honkapohja (2006), Woodford (2007) and Preston (2008) argue the target cri-

terion approach to implementing policy has the advantage of being robust to alternative

assumptions about belief formation.14 The above makes clear that for many gains such poli-

cies are infeasible under our theory of the transmission mechanism of interest-rate policy,

even though they would deliver stability in the Molnar-Santoro model.

V Estimation and Model Implications

13This is an example of ‘robust learning stability’ proposed by Evans and Honkapohja (2009).
14This example delivers the target criterion under optimal discretion in the model of this section. Optimal

commitment target criteria would be subject to similar concerns.
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Figure 3: Stability Frontiers.

The figure shows stability frontiers corresponding to alternative Taylor rules. In particular (ḡ, φπ) above

the frontier correspond to locally unstable equilibria under constant-gain learning. The black solid line

corresponds to the standard Taylor Rule. The solid (dashed) grey line corresponds to φx = φ∗x/2 (φx = φ∗x/3) .

A Estimation

The Data. To estimate model parameters we use thirteen US time series. Five are standard

macroeconomic variables: the log-difference of the GDP deflator, the output gap (as mea-

sured by the Congressional Budget Office), the three-month Treasury-Bill interest rate, and,

following Justiniano, Primiceri, and Tambalotti (2013), and two measures of nominal wage

growth from NIPA and the BLS Establishment survey.15 The remaining eight time series are

short and long-term professional forecasts of the three-month Treasury-bill rate and inflation.

We use these series to discipline beliefs. For each of these two variables, the one-quarter and

four-quarter ahead forecasts from the Survey of Professional forecasts measure short-term

15We use the CBO measure of the output gao to detrend output, not to fit the model-theoretic output
gap.
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forecasts. The mean one-to-ten years-ahead and the five-to-ten-years ahead forecasts from

Blue Chip Economics and Financial measure long-term beliefs. Together these short and

long-term data on expectations permit inference on the gain parameter.

The estimation uses quarterly data over the period 1964Q1 to 2007Q3. The end of the

sample is chosen to exclude the period when the policy rate is at the zero lower bound on

nominal interest rates. Short-term forecasts of inflation are available from 1968Q3; short-

term forecasts of nominal interest rates from 1981Q3; long-term forecasts of inflation from

1979Q3 and long-term interest-rate forecasts from 1985Q1.

Observation Equation. Section 3 showed the model has a time-invariant state-space

representation

Zt = F (Θ)Zt−1 +Q (Θ) εt (12)

where Θ is a vector of parameters and Z the state vector of variables, which include the

perceived drifts. The measurement equation

Yt = µt (Θ) +Ht (Θ)Zt + ot

attaches ten measurement errors, ot, to the eight survey forecasts and the two measures of

the nominal wage growth. The vector µt contains the long-run mean of the observables. The

matrix Ht and µt are time varying because of missing observations. We estimate the model

using Bayesian inference.16

Calibrated Parameters. The quarterly growth rate in technical progress γ = 1.04

matches the average GDP per-capita growth over the sample. Elasticity of demand across

differentiated goods and labor services, θp and θw, are both set equal to 5. The parameter

ρ which determines the persistence in beliefs is 0.995.17 And the government spending-to-

output ratio is G/Y=0.16.

Prior Distributions. Tables 1, 2 and 3 provide details on the priors. The priors

for the exogenous shock processes are the same across variables. The persistence of the

16Details are in the appendix.
17The data suggest a unit root would be appropriate. However, to fit the steady-state real rate of interest

requires a household discount factor quite close to unity. This makes model dynamics highly sensitive to
shifting expectations. A value of ρ slightly below unity effectively discounts expectations, permitting jointly
fitting expectations data and the steady-state real rate.
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Prior Posterior
Dist. Mean Std Mode Mean 5% 95%

β Gamma 0.500 0.100 0.205 0.202 0.176 0.228
σ Gamma 1.00 0.600 9.45 8.80 6.81 11.3
φn Gamma 0.500 0.100 0.404 0.365 0.248 0.506
b Beta 0.350 0.100 0.560 0.590 0.485 0.684
ξw Beta 0.500 0.100 0.912 0.896 0.866 0.923
ιw Beta 0.500 0.150 0.583 0.644 0.507 0.782
ξp Beta 0.500 0.100 0.922 0.900 0.848 0.937
ιp Beta 0.500 0.150 0.071 0.101 0.040 0.182
φπ Normal 1.50 0.150 1.01 1.05 1.01 1.09
ρi Beta 0.500 0.100 0.816 0.818 0.792 0.844
φx Normal 0.120 0.050 0.162 0.178 0.129 0.233
π̄ Gamma 0.500 0.100 0.581 0.588 0.463 0.715
g Gamma 0.035 0.030 0.053 0.050 0.039 0.060

Note: The posterior distribution is obtained using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

Table 1: Prior and Posterior Distribution of Structural Parameters

autocorrelated processes have a beta distribution with mean 0.5 and standard deviation

0.2; the standard deviations of the innovations and all measurement errors have an inverse-

gamma distribution with mean 0.1 and standard deviation of 2. The priors to the parameters

of the monetary policy reaction function are based on the Taylor rule. Given evidence in

Hall (1988) and Ravina (2011), the inverse intertemporal elasticity of substitution, σ, has

a gamma distribution with mean 1 and fairly large standard deviation of 0.6, while the

degree of habit persistent has a beta prior with mean 0.35. Turning to optimal price and

wage setting, the Calvo adjustment parameters, ξp and ξw, have prior means which imply

contracts have an average duration of one-half a year. The parameters capturing price and

wage indexation, ιp and ιw, have means 0.5. Following Slobodyan and Wouters (2012), the

constant-gain coefficient has a gamma distribution with mean 0.035 and standard deviation

0.03.

Posterior Distributions. Tables 1, 2 and 3 also show the mean, the mode and the 5

and 95 percentiles of the posterior distribution of parameters. The data are informative. The

mean inflation rate is estimated to be 2.4% per annum. The estimated policy parameters

are quite different from prior values. In particular, the inflation response coefficient is only

slightly above unity. This reflects our choice to capture dynamics of the Great Inflation and
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Prior Posterior
Dist. Mean Std Mode Mean 5% 95%

ρθp Beta 0.500 0.100 0.265 0.240 0.153 0.323
ρϕ Beta 0.500 0.100 0.494 0.506 0.396 0.606
ρg Beta 0.500 0.100 0.885 0.881 0.848 0.911
ρa Beta 0.500 0.100 0.975 0.975 0.966 0.983
σθp InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.215 0.220 0.190 0.250
σϕ InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.023 0.027 0.016 0.040
σg InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.859 0.877 0.789 0.976
σm InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.195 0.198 0.179 0.219
σa InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.701 0.578 0.348 0.927
σgγ Beta 0.500 0.200 0.072 0.245 0.061 0.542

Note: The posterior distribution is obtained using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

Table 2: Prior and Posterior Distribution of Shock Processes

Prior Posterior
Dist. Mean Std Mode Mean 5% 95%

σo,π1Q InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.115 0.116 0.100 0.132
σo,R1Q InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.041 0.043 0.035 0.051
σo,π4Q InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.098 0.100 0.087 0.114
σo,R4Q InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.078 0.078 0.061 0.096
σo,R510Y InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.078 0.084 0.064 0.109
σo,π510Y InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.031 0.033 0.025 0.042
σo,R110Y InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.070 0.074 0.061 0.089
σo,π110Y InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.027 0.028 0.020 0.037
σo,w1 InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.563 0.573 0.521 0.628
σo,w2 InvGamma 0.100 2.00 0.325 0.337 0.305 0.372
Γ Normal 1.00 0.500 @ 0.816 0.812 0.781 0.843

Note: The posterior distribution is obtained using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

Table 3: Prior and Posterior Distribution of Shock Processes

Great Moderation under a single monetary policy regime. The intertemporal elasticity of

substitution is remarkably low, within the range 0.1 to 0.15. The Frisch elasticity of labor

supply is estimated to be 0.4, broadly consistent with micro evidence. The price and wage

stickiness parameters are estimated to be 0.9, implying a long duration of price contracts,

common to most estimated New Keynesian DSGE models. However, the implied slope of

the wage Phillips curve is an order of magnitude smaller than the price Phillips curve, with

important implications for monetary policy. The learning gain g is estimated to be 0.05

which implies a short-term forecast error of 1 percent leads to a 5 basis point revision in
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long-term beliefs. Moreover, the gain implies an observation that is five-years old receives

a weight of about 15% percent. The shocks have lower persistence that usually found in

DSGE models. This reflects the role of learning in soaking low-frequency variation in data.

Measurement error on survey data is small, indicating a tight mapping between short-run

forecast errors and long-term beliefs, which is central to our model.

B Model Fit

[TO BE ADDED]

C Model Predictions: Policy Mistakes and the Great Inflation

Figure 4 provides basic model predictions. The top and middle panels show the model ac-

counts for the survey data well, both at low and high frequencies. The tight 95 percent

credible interval of the model’s predictions for long-term inflation and real rate expectations

(computed as the difference between long-term nominal interest rate and inflation expec-

tations) reflects the small measurement error attached to survey data in estimation. The

estimate of the welfare-theoretic output gap provides a characterization of business cycles

that accords with conventional wisdom. The major recessions are all evident. The estimate

has strong correlation with the CBO output gap measure, which was not used to estimate

the output gap.18

An advantage of building and estimating a model which includes a behavioral theory

of expectations formation is being able to study how structural shocks shape the evolution

of the term structure of expectations. We can assess how disturbances drive short-term

forecast errors, and how these errors get mapped into long-run beliefs. Figure 5 shows

the historical contribution of each shock to a number of model variables, including short

and long-term expectations. We interpret supply shocks as the combined effects of labor

supply and technology shocks. The contribution of initial conditions is also shown. To assist

interpretation the shock decomposition uses an annual frequency.

The dominant driver of nominal variables and their expectations are monetary policy

shocks. During the 1970s much of the variation in inflation, and short and long-term fore-

18The CBO output gap was only used to de-trend output, not to compute the difference between actual
de-trended output and the natural rate of output.
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casts of inflation is due to excessively loose monetary policy, with evidence of favorable

supply shocks providing some restraining influence on inflation dynamics very early in the

sample. The importance of adverse supply shocks is evident in the period before the Volcker

disinflation and favorable supply shocks clearly restrain inflation during the 1990s, consistent

with the view of substantial productivity improvements over this period.

Interest rates and their long-term expectations tell a similar story, with a somewhat more

pronounced role of supply shocks during the Volcker disinflation to explain persistently high

interest rates. The role of demand shocks is small in comparison, though more evident than

for inflation. This reflects the links forged by interest-rate policy. De-trended output displays

a prominent role for demand shocks in both booms and recessions. Monetary policy is clearly

stimulatory during the early 1970s, and contractionary during the Volcker disinflation.

The central role of monetary policy shocks is somewhat surprising given they are IID.

Subsequent counterfactual analysis shows the interaction of these nominal disturbances with

expectations explains their prominent role. However, the shock decompositions provide a

clear narrative. In the late 1960s monetary policy was overly stimulatory: there are a se-

quence of large negative monetary policy shocks. Strong real economic activity and rising

inflation engender higher one-year-ahead and one-to-ten year ahead inflation expectations.

Because the monetary policy reacts weakly to inflation (recall the policy response coeffi-

cient is 1.05), these monetary policy shocks are propagated over time through expectations

drift and self-referentiality: rising long-term inflation expectations generate higher inflation

(through strategic complementarity in price-setting and higher demand from lower projected

real interest rates) which feeds back into expectations. A more aggressive monetary policy

would restrain these developments. For this reason monetary policy shocks become an in-

creasingly important determinant of interest rates in the latter part of the 1970s. It is also

why these shocks appear to be both a source of stimulus to de-trended output and rising

interest rates (the contributions reflect both current and past innovations). Policy mistakes

in the early part of the sample and weak adjustment of nominal interest rates in response

to inflation entrench low-frequency movements in inflation expectations which generate a

significant part of the Great Inflation of the 1970s.

Figure 6 provides further insight and corroborates the role of monetary policy shocks in
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generating low-frequency movements in inflation and self-referential dynamics. The figure

plots the variance decomposition of inflation and interest-rate data, for both these vari-

ables, and expectations at the four-quarter and one-to-ten year horizons. At short-horizons

most of the variance of inflation is accounted for by price markup shocks, while for interest

rates monetary policy shocks explain most variation. In contrast, for the four-quarter ahead

and long-term expectations, supply shocks play the dominate role at short-horizons. Over

longer horizons, all expectations data display a similar profile: supply shocks become pro-

gressively less important, while the influence of monetary disturbances grows. In the case

of one-to-ten-year inflation expectations, monetary shocks ultimately explain some 70% of

variation. Because low-frequency movements in beliefs drive actual inflation outcomes, the

relative importance of monetary shocks to inflation variance grows with the horizon of the

decomposition, from zero to roughly 25%. These patterns are consistent with self-referential

dynamics, and an endogenous inflation trend which propagates into the future the effects of

past policy error to the broader macroeconomy.

VI Optimal Policy Counterfactuals

This section provides a quantitative evaluation of the trade-off confronting policy from belief

distortions. Counterfactual analysis shows that optimal policy is unable to jointly stabilize,

output, wage and price inflation in contrast to a rational expectations analysis of the model.

Importantly, disturbances that result in efficient movements in output are a non-trivial source

of variation under optimal policy.

A The Loss Function

Under arbitrary beliefs, the period welfare-theoretic loss is

Lt = λp (πt − ιpπt−1)2 + λw (πwt − ιwπt−1)
2 + λx

(
xt − b̄xt−1

)2
where the weights

λp =
θpκ

−1
p

θpκ−1p + θwκ−1w

λw =
θwκ

−1
w

θpκ−1p + θwκ−1w
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and

λx =
φ−1σ (1− βb)−1

θpκ−1p + θwκ−1w

determine the relative priority given to stabilizing prices, wages and output, and are functions

of the slopes of the wage and price Phillips curves, κp and κw. Finally, the parameter b̄ ≤ b

is a function of structural parameters. Details are found in Giannoni and Woodford (2004).

The derivation of the second-order approximation to household utility is valid under

both rational expectations and learning. The architecture of the loss function reflects well-

understood sources of inefficiency which arise from monopoly power in goods and labor

markets. In our model, equilibrium price and wage markups can vary for two reasons. First,

exogenous time variation in the elasticity of demand across differentiated goods and labor

services shifts firms’ and workers’ desired markups. Second, staggered price setting in goods

and labor markets means prevailing prices depart from the optimal flexible-price levels, which

lead to endogenous variation in markups in response to all aggregate disturbances. Optimal

policy mitigates this second source of variation due to nominal rigidities. By stabilizing

endogenous variation in markups, policy reduces cross sectional dispersion in price and wage

setting, and the associated inefficiencies in supply of goods and labor.

B The Policy Problem

We consider two versions of the policy problem: one assuming the benchmark model under

learning; another assuming a counterfactual economy in which agents have rational expecta-

tions. In each case the policy maker takes as given the set of equations characterizing private

sector behavior. The policy maker has only short-term interest rates as an instrument of

policy.

Regardless of the assumptions on expectations formation, these policy problems are stan-

dard, and it is straightforward to solve for the optimal state-contingent path of interest rates

that maximizes welfare. However, to assist interpreting the differences in policy across be-

lief structures, we instead look for optimal policy within a class of interest-rate rules. This

permits direct comparison of policy rule coefficients, and therefore inference on how drift in

long-term interest rates constrain optimal policy. The approach also resolves the question of

how to implement optimal policy. It is well known that purely fundamentals-based rules are
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prone to indeterminacy of rational expectations equilibrium and expectations instability un-

der learning. While the optimal target criterion can be derived under rational expectations,

it is rather complicated, involving a large number of leads and lags of various endogenous

variables. To facilitate transparency we work with simple rules.

Under learning the central bank minimizes the expected discounted loss

ERE
t

∞∑
T=t

βT−tLT (13)

subject to

Zt = F (Θ;φ)Zt−1 +Q (Θ;φ) εt

Rt = ρRRt−1 + φπ (πt − ιpπt−1) + φw (πwt − ιwπt−1) + φxxt

by choice of policy parameters φ = {ρR, φπ, φw, φx}. The first equation implicitly drops the

interest rate from the true data-generating process (12). Under rational expectations the

central bank minimizes (13) subject to

zt = Φ∗ (φ) zt−1 + Φ∗ε (φ) εt

0 = πt − ιpπt−1 + φw (πwt − ιwπt−1) + φx (xt − xt−1)

by choice of policy parameters φ = {φπ, φx}, where the first equation gives the true data-

generating process under the special case of rational expectations: T (Φ∗) = 0. The choice

of a slightly modified rule reflects the fact that it approximates the optimal commitment

policy very well. Ideally we would use identical rules in each problem, though it ultimately

doesn’t matter for results. Because we can compute the optimal policy for the rational

expectations economy, we know we cannot do better than the optimal commitment policy

under the timeless perspective. And the proposed policy gets quite close to this. In the case

of learning, we searched a wide variety of rules.

[ADD POLICY COEFFICIENTS]
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C The Counterfactuals

We make the following assumptions when analyzing optimal policy in the counterfactual

economies. The economy experiences the same sequence of shocks and starts in the same

initial state as estimated in the benchmark model. While contemplating different policy

regimes, we assume that agents know the new transition dynamics associated with the regime.

The thought experiment is interpreted as one in which agents have inhabited the regime since

the distant past. The question of how to design the optimal transition from one regime to

another is left for future research. Furthermore, we assume the gain coefficient is policy

invariant. While we assume the perceived signal-to-noise ratio is invariant across policy

regime (that is, agents perceive the same volatility of long-term drift relative to short-term

disturbances), belief dynamics can be very different.

Figures 7 and 8 provide two counterfactual experiments to elucidate the core mechanisms

of the model. Figure 7 shows the evolution of inflation expectations in a counterfactual

economy with the same historical policy rule and the same shocks but where agents have

rational expectations. The model is unable to account for the Great Inflation, despite having

highly stimulatory policy during this period. Figure 8 shows the benchmark model in absence

of monetary policy shocks. Once again, the model can’t explain the Great Inflation. Together

these figures highlight a central mechanism of the paper. IID monetary policy shocks interact

with beliefs to generate lasting effects on aggregate dynamics. Moreover, they generate

substantial movement in long-term interest-rate expectations, consistent with the excess

sensitivity of bond prices in our model.

Figure 9 plots results for two economies under rational expectations. The first, the dashed

red line, gives the dynamics predicted by the benchmark model when agents have rational

expectations rather than imperfect knowledge. The second, the solid black lines, gives the

dynamics of the counterfactual rational expectations model under the optimal policy. The

top panel shows paths for the output gap. Under the benchmark policy rule, there are fairly

wide variations in the output gap. In contrast the optimal policy delivers almost complete

stabilization of the real economy. The middle and bottom panels reveal real stability does

not imply nominal instability. In fact the optimal policy almost completely stabilizes the
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wage variations, and provides greater stability of the inflation gap.19 That optimal policy

stabilizes nominal wages more than goods prices reflects the relative slopes of the wage and

price Phillips curves. Even though the frequency of price and wage adjustment are similar,

the slopes are radically different, with the wage Phillips curve flatter by a factor of 10. This

implies the weight on wage stabilization in the loss function is close to unity, and the weight

on price stabilization close to zero.

These results replicate the findings of Justiniano, Primiceri, and Tambalotti (2013).

Viewing historical data through the lens of a medium-scale model of the kind proposed

by Smets and Wouters (2007), they show that once appropriate account is taken of low-

frequency movements in hours data, as well as measurement error in wage data, there is

little evidence of a fundamental trade-off confronting monetary policy. Exogenous variation

in desired markups explains little variation in observed data. A striking implication is that

observed fluctuations in the output gap, and events such as the Great Inflation, are the result

of policy error.

Figure 10 casts a more positive light on the historical performance of the Federal Re-

serve. It plots dynamics under learning dynamics for both the benchmark model and the

counterfactual economy assuming optimal policy. The top panel reveals complete stabiliza-

tion of the output gap is infeasible. Moreover, output fluctuations are remarkably similar

under both the benchmark and optimal policies: while there are some small differences in

the early part of the sample, and in the depths of each recession, the basic tenor of the

real activity implications of these policies are the same. Differences emerge in the middle

and bottom panels showing the predictions for goods price inflation and wage inflation. As

under rational expectations, optimal policy largely stabilizes wage inflation. And variations

in good price inflation are reduced, but less so, again reflecting the relative weights assigned

to these objectives in the welfare-theoretic loss, and the role of exogenous markuo shocks in

goods pricing.

The imperfect knowledge economy makes clear that stabilization policy may not be as

effective as predicted by rational expectations analysis. There are limits to what optimal

19Note the predictions early in the sample for wages are driven by the estimated initial state — which
would never have occurred under the counterfactual policy.
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monetary policy can achieve. More subtle insights also emerge. There remains evidence

the Great Inflation is due to policy error, with much more stabilization of inflation under

the optimal policy in the mid to late 1970s. The optimal policy also reveals the advantages

of stabilizing inflation and inflation expectations over this period: during the early 1980s

optimal policy delivers falling inflation and rising output, despite the importance of demand

shocks at this time ??. Good management of expectations locates the short-run trade-off in

a desirable way. But beliefs ultimately represent a fundamental constraint on policy. For

example, in the recession of early 2000s, optimal policy achieves higher output with the cost

of higher inflation.

VII Conclusions

[TO BE ADDED]

A Appendix

[TO BE ADDED]
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Figure 4: Baseline Predictions.

The top and middle panels show the evolution of long-term survey expectations data for inflation and the

real rate of interest. Actual variable (dashed black), the two survey expectations measures (red and blue

diamonds), the model implied 1-10 year average expectations (the dashed blue line); and the model implied

5-10 year average expectations with 95% posterior probability band (solid black line). The bottom panel

shows the estimated output gap (solid black) with the CBO output gap (dashed blue).
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Figure 5: Historical Shock Decomposition

The panels show the decomposition of selected variables calculated at the posterior mode. Data are plotted

at an annual frequency; inflation is expressed in term of a four-quarter average; interest rate; output gap

and expectations are the fourth-quarter realizations (not annualized).
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Figure 6: Variance Decomposition

The panels show the variance decomposition of selected variables calculated at the posterior mode.
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Figure 7: Long-term inflation expectations under rational expectations.

The figure shows the counterfactual evolution of long-term inflation expectations (black solid line) under the

assumption of rational expectations, compared with the data.

Figure 8: Long-term inflation expectations without monetary policy shocks.

The figure shows the counterfactual evolution of long-term inflation expectations (black solid line) in absence

of monetary policy shocks, compared with the data.
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Output Gap
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Figure 9: Optimal Policy Under Rational Expectations

Each panel shows the model dynamics under rational expectations with either the benchmark Taylor rule

(dashed red line) or optimal monetary policy (solid black line).
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Figure 10: Optimal Policy Under Learning.

Each panel shows the model dynamics under learning with either the benchmark Taylor rule (dashed red

line) or optimal monetary policy (solid black line).
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